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PARTIES TO THIS PROCEEDING
Petitioner-appellant is Stephanie Boston. Nominally, respondents-appellees
are the Salt Lake City Civil Service Commission and Salt Lake City Corporation.
The real parties in interest for respondents-appellees are the Salt Lake City Police
Department and Christopher C. Burbank, in his capacity as Chief of Police.
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IV

JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
Petitioner-appellant Stephanie Boston appeals the decision of the Salt Lake
City Civil Service Commission ("the Commission"), entered January 22, 2008,
affirming her termination as an officer of the Salt Lake City Police Department.
This Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann. § 10-3-1012.5 (2008) (appeals
from final actions of municipal civil service commissions).1
ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL,
ISSUE PRESERVATION,
AND
STANDARDS OF APPELLATE REVIEW
I. Did the Commission erroneously hold that misconduct attributed to
Officer Boston justified the imposition of discipline?
Preservation. At her hearing before the Commission, Officer Boston argued
that no discipline was justified. (R. 31(Tr. of Appeal Hearing) p. 324-331.)
II. Assuming that the alleged misconduct justified discipline, did the
Commission

erroneously

hold that termination was the

appropriate

discipline?

Statutory references in this brief are to the current versions published by Thomson
Reuters/West, found via Westlaw®, unless different from the version in effect at the time
of the underlying proceedings.

1

Preservation. At her hearing before the Commission, Officer Boston argued
that termination was disproportionate to her reported misconduct, and inconsistent
with sanctions imposed for similar misconduct. (R. 31 pp. 292-294, 331-340.)
Standard of Review. The appellate review standard for both issues has been
formulated in various fashions. By statute, this Court's review of final actions by
municipal civil service commissions is addressed as follows: "The review by the
Court of Appeals shall be on the record of the commission and shall be for the
purpose of determining if the commission has abused its discretion or exceeded its
authority." Utah Code Ann. § 10-3-1012.5 (2008). This Court has held that a
commission decision will be affirmed unless it "exceeds the bounds of
reasonableness and rationality." Ogden City Corp. v. Harmon, 2005 UT App 274 f
9, 116 P.3d 973, 976 (quoting authority).
In the context of police officer discipline, this Court examines the
"proportionality" of the disciplinary sanction to the proven misconduct, and
respects the discretion of the Police Chief to impose discipline. However, the
Chief abuses his or her discretion when, "in light of all the circumstances, the
punishment is disproportionate to the offense." Kelly v. Salt Lake Civil Service
Comm% 2000 UT App 235 \ 22, 8 P.3d 1048, 1054. This implies nondeferential
review of the record as a whole.

2

Furthermore, when an employment termination question encompasses public
policy issues, nondeferential review is appropriate.

Utahns for Better Dental

Health v. Davis County Clerk, 2007 UT 97 f 13-15, 175 P.3d 1036, 1041 (Nehring,
J., concurring, joined by Durrant and Parrish, JJ). Finally, the question whether an
adjudicative body's discretionary decision is founded upon an error of law is
reviewed for correctness, with no deference from the appellate court. State v.
Barrett, 2005 UT 88 113-15, 127 P.3d 682, 686-687.
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES AND RULES
The statute governing this Court's review of municipal employee discipline
appears in Utah Code Ann. § 10-3-1012.5 (2008), which is quoted above under
identification of the standards of appellate review. This appeal also implicates the
due process clauses of the United States and Utah Constitutions, specifically, U.S.
Const. Amend. XIV § 1, and Utah Const. Art. I § 7, both to the effect that no
person may be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
In September 2002, Appellant Stephanie Boston ("Officer Boston") was
hired by the Salt Lake City Police Department as a patrol officer. (R. 31 p. 257.)
In July 2007, Police Chief Chris Burbank ("Chief Burbank") served Officer Boston
with a letter (copied in Appendix 1 of this brief) terminating her service. Based
upon two allegations of misconduct, the stated grounds for termination were (1)

3

"improper use of discretion and failure to take proper police action," and (2)
"neglect of duty." (R. 1-5.)
Officer Boston timely appealed the termination to the Salt Lake City Civil
Service Commission. (R. 5-6.) In November 2007, an evidentiary hearing was
held before three commissioners. By Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
entered January 22, 2008, the Commission upheld the termination. (R. 32-35,
copied in Appendix 2.)

Officer Boston filed her notice of atppeal one week later.

(R. 36.)
STATEMENT OF FACTS
Scope of Factual Review
In the July 2007 termination letter, Chief Burbank told Officer Boston: "I
considered your personnel history and the information in your employment file in
making my decision." (R. 4, copied in Appendix 1.)

The Commission entered

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and an Order (R. 32-35, Appendix 2) that
summarized Officer Boston's career in rather perfunctory fashion.
In another police officer termination appeal, this Court set forth its approach
to the facts under review:

2

The Findings and Conclusion are styled "Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law," apparently because respondent-appellee submitted them as such. The description
"proposed" is omitted in this brief, because once the Commission approved them, they
obviously were no longer "proposed," but became the Commission's decision.
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Because the decision to terminate was based on [the officer]'s entire
history with the Department, we must set out her previous conduct
considered by the Chief in terminating her employment and
considered by the Salt Lake City Civil Service Commission in
upholding the termination.
Kelly v. Salt Lake Civil Service Comm'n, 2000 UT App 235 f 7, 8 P.3d 1048,
1051. Therefore, this recitation will include Officer Boston's entire history with
the Police Department, as well as the incidents precipitating her termination.
Officer Boston's History
Officer Boston began her law enforcement career with the Salt Lake County
Sheriffs Department in 1997. She had no disciplinary issues during her five-year
tenure at the Sheriffs Department, where she received at least two commendations
for exemplary job performance. (R. 31 p. 251-256.)3
Hired by the Salt Lake City Police Department in 2002, Officer Boston
passed that Department's training program. (R. 31 p. 256-261.) Throughout her
tenure with the Department, her "employee evaluations were universally
excellent." (R. 33 % 7, in Appendix 2.) Performance evaluations from January and
April 2003, and January and September 2004 rated Officer Boston's performance
as "Meets Standards" and "Exceeds Standards" in 20 to 22 specific topics.
(Exhibits SLC 029-032, copied in Appendix 3.) During that same time period,

3

R. 31 is the transcript of Officer Boston's hearing before the Commission, as set forth in
the February 19, 2008 Index of Record filed with this Court.
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Officer Boston's exemplary performance in particular cases was the subject of
several Department emails and "Kudos." (Exhibits SLC 042-044, 047-064, copied
and summarized in Appendix 3.)
In early 2005, Officer Boston was involved in three incidents wherein her
conduct was found to not meet Department expectations. (R. 33 1} 10.) The first
incident, in March 2005, involved improper "use of discretion" under the
Department's domestic violence policy. Responding to an assault report, Officer
Boston had encountered a suspect who had an outstanding warrant for assault on a
pregnant woman. Officer Boston did not arrest the suspect, apparently because he
had an injury that required medical treatment.

Opinions conflicted regarding

whether Officer Boston had acted properly by not arresting him. (SLC 917-953.)
Her superiors, however, concluded that she had acted improperly. (R. 31 p. 1220.)
The second incident, in April 2005, involved case reporting requirements
and evidence preservation: Officer Boston had been three days late in filing a
report regarding the arrest of two persons for forgery and drug possession, and she
had discarded copies of case-related identification and a check. (SLC 668.) Also,
upon recovering a stolen vehicle, she had removed two road flares that did not
belong to the vehicle owner. Instead of promptly booking the flares into the proper
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police storage area, she had left them in her patrol vehicle, where another officer
later found them. (R. 31 p. 32-36; SLC 669-672.)
The third incident, in May 2005, involved failure to write a report and
destruction of evidence: Officer Boston had detained a juvenile in possession of a
marijuana pipe. Rather than arrest the juvenile, she had destroyed the pipe and
delivered the juvenile to his mother. (SLC 369-373.)
Discipline for those policy violations was not imposed until well after all
three had been committed, with the March incident (warrants) being sanctioned in
July 2005 by a letter of reprimand from her captain. (SLC 920-921.) The April
incident (forgery and flares) was sanctioned in August 2005 by a "chiefs letter"
and forty hours unpaid suspension from duty. (SLC 669-672.) The May incident
(juvenile with pipe) was sanctioned in October 2005 by a chiefs letter and eighty
hours of unpaid suspension. (SLC 369-372.)
Officer Boston accepted the 2005 discipline, and resolved to improve her
performance.

(R. 31 p. 311-313.)

Surprisingly, the Department produced no

performance evaluations for Officer Boston wherein that 2005 discipline was
recounted.

In fact, the Department produced no performance evaluations of

Officer Boston at all for nearly two years, between September 1, 2004 and August
26, 2006.

(R. 33 f 8, in Appendix 2; R. 31 p. 157-158.)
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Chief Burbank

acknowledged that the Department's evaluation process needed improvement. (R.
31pp. 158, 165-167.)
Officer Boston's August 26, 2006 evaluation again rated her performance as
either meeting or exceeding standards in 21 assessed areas.

The evaluating

supervisor rated her "the top performer on our squad for on-view felony and
misdemeanor arrests," and described her as "a skilled officer who works hard."
(SLC 033, in Appendix 3.) From June through November 2006, Officer Boston
received six letters from supervising officers, commending her performance both
generally and with respect to specific incidents. In 2006, she was named "Officer
of the Month" five times in her division's fugitive program. (SLC 034-039, R. 1920, in Appendix 3.)
Incidents Precipitating Termination
Collision Incident
In October 2006, Officer Etoston was dispatched on an "automobile
collision" call that, according to subsequent investigation, should have been more
thoroughly investigated as a possible driving under the influence (DUI) case. In
brief, the suspect driver had collided with a curb on a rain-slicked street, disabling
his vehicle. According to the reporting witness, the suspect had walked away from
the vehicle with his female passenger. (R. 31 p. 269-273.)
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Officer Boston, accompanied by a rookie officer, Stutz, found the suspect at
his nearby residence, in the process of trying to call a tow truck. Officer Boston
testified that although he smelled mildly of alcohol and admitted to having
consumed one drink, he showed no slurring of speech, swaying, staggering, or red
eyes.

He answered questions promptly.

The suspect vomited, which Boston

considered a sign of intoxication or of mere nervousness. (R. 31 p. 273-275.)
Officer Boston's fellow officer, Stutz, apparently viewed the situation
differently. Stutz was interviewed during an ensuing Department Internal Affairs
("LA.") investigation. He said that the suspect "was kind of stumbling a little bit,
his speech was a little bit slurred . . . .

When we would ask him a question he

would take a long time to respond, just some stuff like that." (SLC 269.) Also,
according to Stutz, the suspect admitted that he had been driving the vehicle, and
admitted to having consumed "several Long Island iced teas." (SLC 274-275.)
Officer Boston's skills at field sobriety testing (FST) were rusty. She asked
Stutz if he could perform them. Stutz declined—either because he did not know
how to perform them (R. 31 p. 277, SLC 293), or because "I didn't feel like on this
particular call I wanted to do all of [Boston's] work on a DUI." (SLC 271.)
Boston could find no other officer with current FST experience. She observed
open alcohol containers in the suspect's home, suggesting that he had been
drinking subsequent to driving.

Finally, based upon past experience, Officer

9

Boston believed that proving the individual to be the actual driver could be
problematic, even if he was intoxicated. Therefore, at Stutz's suggestion, she cited
him for a lesser offense, inaccurately described as having "consumed alcohol and
be[ing] in or about a vehicle." (R. 31 pp. 270-279, 305-310.)
Theft Incident
Several months later, in February 2007, Officer Boston was dispatched on a
report of tools stolen from an unlocked vehicle. The complainant identified a
possible suspect, who lived in a nearby apartment, based upon second-hand reports
of "clanking noises" coming from the apartment. (R. 31 p. 279-281.) The value of
the tools was believed to be less than $1000.00. (R. 31 p. 115.) Officer Boston
determined that she did not have probable cause, based upon the complainant's
information, to obtain a search warrant for the suspect's apartment. Also, she
believed that by attempting to talk to the suspect, he would be alerted and would
dispose of any stolen property.
Officer Boston also was told that the suspect's landlord was planning to
inspect the suspect's apartment.

Rather than immediately contact the suspect,

Officer Boston recommended to the complainant that they wait until the landlord's
inspection. If the landlord found suspected stolen property, the police were to be
re-contacted.

The complainant agreed with, or at least acquiesced to, this

approach. (SLC 079-089.)
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Officer Boston did not create a "general offense report" on the reported
theft, but instead, created a "log report." (R. 31 pp. 279-289, 298-300.) The "log
report" (SLC 161, copied in Appendix 4) shows that Officer Boston spent over
forty minutes with the complainant. It includes the notation, "LANDLORD WAS
GOINT IN [sic] APT.ASKED TO CALL BACK IF HE SAW TOOLS."
The complainant re-contacted police the next day, and other Salt Lake
officers arrested the suspect and helped the complainant recover his tools. As it
turned out, the case was resolved in largely the manner proposed by Officer
Boston:

The suspect's landlord had entered the premises for inspection and

repairs, had seen some of the stolen property, and reported his observation to the
complainant.

Based upon that information, officers confronted the suspect,

checked his pawn history, helped the complainant to recover about half of his
stolen tools, and submitted theft and auto burglary charges for screening. (SLC
088-091, 113-122, 164-178.) The record contains no information regarding the
final disposition of those charges.
The October 2006 "collision incident5' and the February 2007 "theft
incident" resulted in an LA. investigation.

Chief Burbank reviewed the LA.

investigation. He found that Officer Boston had violated a Department policy
regarding "Improper Use of Discretion and Failure to Take Proper Police Action"
in the collision incident, and had violated the "Situations Requiring a Report"
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policy in the theft incident. He concluded: "[D]espite considerable training and
progressive discipline, you have shown a recurring lack of acceptable performance,
poor judgment, an inability to perform basic fundamental duties and conform to
department policies." (R. 4, in Appendix 1.) For those reasons, he terminated
Officer Boston's employment.
Additional facts will be set forth in the Argument section of this brief.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Civil Service Commission erroneously held that the collision incident
justified any discipline of Officer Boston. The "use of discretion" policy allegedly
violated by Officer Boston in the collision incident does not mandate the
aggressive DUI investigation that the Department claims was required. Instead,
that policy encourages officer restraint in the exercise of police power. As such, it
did not put Officer Boston on notice that more aggressive investigation was
required. Furthermore, the Commission failed to resolve a fundamental credibility
question, between Officer Boston's assessment of the suspect's condition, and that
of the fellow officer, whose account was adopted by Chief Burbank. Accordingly,
the Commission committed clear error in its determination that "no material factual
disputes" existed regarding the collision incident.
The Commission also erred in its determination that the theft incident
justified discipline of Officer Boston. She was nominally charged with "failure to
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write a report" upon her initial contact with the theft complainant. Her actual
omission was failure to write a particular type of report, a "general offense" report.
The allegedly violated policy speaks broadly of "reports," which arguably includes
"log reports," and a log report was timely created by Officer Boston. Also, her
decision to create a log report, rather than a general offense report, was in accord
with the practice of many fellow officers at the time she investigated the theft
incident. Discipline based upon violation of a vaguely-worded and commonly
disregarded policy was not proper.
Assuming arguendo that discipline was in order for Officer Boston, the
extreme sanction of termination was disproportionate in light of Officer Boston's
overall record. That record includes multiple accolades for exemplary work, and
her performance reviews have been similarly and consistently positive. Even if
Officer Boston erred in her handling of the collision incident and the theft incident,
the evidence tending to prove such errors was tenuous for the reasons explained
earlier. Additionally, the four factors addressing the impact of Officer Boston's
alleged misconduct, set forth in this Court's Harmon decision are not satisfied in
this case; the Commission's contrary determination was cursory, conclusory, and
contrary to the actual evidence.
The Commission also erroneously determined that the sanction of
termination, imposed upon Officer Boston, was consistent with that imposed upon
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other, similarly-situated police officers. That error began with a clearly erroneous
determination that Officer Boston had offered no evidence of disparate treatment
between herself and similarly-situated officers. That error was compounded by, or
led to, the Commission's failure to address whether Boston had established & prima
facie case of disparate treatment.

Accordingly, the Commission made no

determination whether the Department should have been required to explain the
disparities identified by Officer Boston.
The Commission's conclusion that termination was appropriate discipline is
fatally flawed due to the Commission's failure to conduct the required analysis.
For this reason, and because the Commission erroneously determined that any
discipline was due, the Commission's decision must be reversed. Because this
Court lacks authority to do otherwise, such reversal must include an order that
Officer Boston be reinstated with back pay.
ARGUMENT
The analytic framework for this appeal comes from this Court's decisions in
Ogden City v. Harmon, 2007 UT App 236, 171 P.3d 474, and Kelly v. Salt Lake
Civil Service Comm % 2000 UT App 235, 8 P.3d 1048, and authority cited in those
decisions. A two-part inquiry is done, the first of which asks whether the facts
support the accusations against the discharged person, alternatively stated as
whether the facts support some type of discipline. Kelly, 2000 UT App 274fflf16,
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20, 8 P.3d at 1052, 1054. The second part of the inquiry asks whether the level of
discipline imposed is appropriate.

This second inquiry includes questions of

"proportionality" and "consistency," which include their own subsidiary inquiries.
Id. If 21, 8 P.3d at 1054. If the discharged employee prevails on either of the two
main inquiries, the termination must be reversed. Harmon, 2007 UT App 336 % 6,
171 P.3d at 476; Kelly, 2000 UT App 274 f 23 n.5, 8 P.3d at 1054 n.5. As follows,
under this analysis, the termination of Officer Boston cannot stand.
POINT I
THE ALLEGED MISCONDUCT DID NOT JUSTIFY DISCIPLINE
Officer Boston was terminated due to misconduct allegedly committed in
late 2006 and early 2007: the "collision incident" and the "theft incident." The
Commission apparently concluded that the facts of both incidents supported
discipline. (R. 34 f 1, in Appendix 2.) The Commission erred.
A. Collision Incident and "Officer Discretion."
The Commission's ratification of Chief Burbank's decision that Officer
Boston mishandled the collision incident cannot stand. Chief Burbank decided,
and the Commission apparently agreed, that Officer Boston had violated the
Department's "Use of Discretion" Policy. That policy states:
A police officer will use responsibly the discretion vested in the
position and exercise it within the law.
The principle of
reasonableness will guide the officer's determinations and the officer
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will consider all surrounding circumstances in determining whether
any legal action will be taken.
Consistent and wise use of discretion, based on professional policing
competence, will do much to preserve good relationships and retain
the confidence of the public. There can be difficulty in choosing
between conflicting courses of action. It is important to remember
that a timely word of advice rather than arrest - which may be
corrected in appropriate circumstances - can be a more effective
means of achieving a desired end.
Salt Lake City Police Policy D20-04-00.00 (quoted from R. 2, in Appendix 1,
emphasis added). As is immediately apparent, the "Use of Discretion" policy
grants broad discretion to officers in the field, acknowledges the difficulty in
making many decisions, and encourages officers to intervene short of arrest.
Rather than address specifics of how Officer Boston may have violated the
written policy, Chief Burbank testified ad lib about the importance of aggressive
investigation and prosecution of DUI suspects. (R. 31 p. 105-106.) Whatever
public interest may be served by such aggressive intervention, such interest simply
is not articulated in the Department's "Use of Discretion" policy. That policy puts
no officer on notice that he or she is expected to aggressively investigate possible
DUIs; it says that officers are expected to exercise their power with appropriate
restraint. As such, the "Use of Discretion" policy did not inform Officer Boston
that she was expected to more aggressively investigate the collision incident. See,
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e.g., Brigham Young University v. Tremco Consultants, Inc., 2007 UT 17 \ 28, 156
P.3d 782, 788 (notice is fundamental element of due process).
Worse still, the Commission never addressed a fundamental conflict in the
evidentiary record. As recited earlier, Officer Boston testified that the suspect
showed little sign of actual impairment.

(R. 31 p. 273-275.)

Chief Burbank

apparently chose to believe Officer Stutz's conflicting statement, during the
Internal Affairs investigation, that the suspect looked impaired due to slow answers
to questions, slurred speech, and vomiting. {Compare R. 31 p. 104 (Burbank
Commission testimony); with SLC 269 (Stutz LA. statement).)
Stutz was not called to testify, under oath, before the Commission. His
unsworn statements during the LA. investigation made clear that he bore personal
animus toward Officer Boston.

Stutz viewed Officer Boston as lazy.

When

Boston asked Stutz if he could do FSTs on the suspect, Stutz declined because, in
his words, "I realized that what she wanted to do was pawn the DUI off on me."
(SLC 272.)
a

He elsewhere accused Officer Boston, based upon rumor, of

pawn[ing] her work off on other people before." (SLC 273.) Jumping the rails of

relevance, he further opined that he generally felt "uncomfortable a lot when I am
on calls with her . . .."

(Id.)

A "lot of officers," he claimed, similarly felt

"uncomfortable" with Officer Boston. (SLC 275.)
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Under these circumstances, Chief Burbank5s apparent decision to believe
Officer Stutz over Officer Boston cannot justify his decision to discipline Officer
Boston. Chief Burbank never acknowledged, and the Commission never inquired
about, the resolution of that credibility conflict. In this respect, the Commission
committed clear error in at least two of its fact findings: 1. "There was no material
factual dispute between the parties regarding the underlying facts . . .;" 2. "Boston
essentially admitted the material facts related to the charges . . .." There was a
factual dispute, and the Commission should have resolved it.4 Because that central
factual dispute was never resolved, it is impossible to hold that the Commission's
decision was supported by "substantial evidence.55 See Lucas v. Murray City Civil
Service Comm'm, 949 P.2d 746, 758 (Utah Ct. App. 1997) (commission decision
must be based upon substantial evidence).
B. Theft Incident and "Failure to Write a Report."
In his termination letter, Chief Burbank recited that Officer Boston, in the
theft incident, had spoken with the complainant but then "left the scene and no
report was written.55 (R. 2.) That was an inaccurate statement, unsupported by
4

The ex parte yet on-record opinions of Officer Stutz, if proven, might have raised
legitimate concerns about Officer Boston's ability as a peace officer. But neither Chief
Burbank nor the Commission inquired into those allegations. Therefore, those
allegations must be deemed unfairly prejudicial, under Utah R. Evid. 403 and due process
principles, for consideration on this appeal. In other words, the errors for which Officer
Boston was nominally terminated cannot be countenanced as proxies for the concerns of
Officer Stutz and the unnamed "other officers" who purportedly shared those concerns.
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substantial evidence, because, in fact, a "log report" had been generated by Officer
Boston following her interview with the complainant. That log report, as recited
earlier, included Officer Boston's rationale for handling the call as she did—a
rationale that proved successful.
Chief Burbank's accusation about creating "no report" turns out to really be
an accusation of writing no "general offense report." (R. 31 p. 170-171.) But the
policy he accused Officer Boston of violating speaks only in terms of "situations
requiring a report" (emphasis added); the "general offense" description is absent.
The "report" policy lists twelve instances in which a "report" is required. These
include "when further investigation may be necessary," and "when there is any
question as to whether the incident requires a written report." Salt Lake Police
Policy D43-04-00.00 (quoted from R. 3, in Appendix 1).
Another Department policy describes situations that can be handled by the
dispatcher, generating a "log report." Such situations include "lost property under
$1,000" and "thefts with no suspect information and under $1000." Salt Lake
Police Policy D44-04-02-00 (quoted from R. 4, Appendix 1). Chief Burbank
acknowledged that even if an officer responds to such situations, the officer can
create a log report in lieu of a general offense report. (R. 31 p. 124-125.)
Officer

Boston's supervisor, Sergeant Hill, confirmed

that

officers

commonly used log reports instead of general offense reports, under the rationale
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that "a log report is a report; it's just not the G.O. [(general offense)] report."
(SLC 124; see also R. 31 pp. 169-172, 209-215.) Sergeant Hill, at the time of the
theft incident, was concerned that officers were over-using log reports, in situations
where a general offense report should be generated. (R. 31 p. 171.) He thought
that a policy clarification might be needed. (R. 31 p. 215; SLC 126.)
In essence, then, the Department's accusation about the theft incident was
not that Officer Boston created no report; she merely created the wrong kind of
report. She did so in accord with policies that, as then written and commonly
practiced, were vague and not consistently followed. The situation caused at least
one supervising officer to conclude that the policies needed improvement.
The Commission ratified Officer Boston's termination with no mentionmuch less analysis—of these problematic aspects of the theft incident.

It was

patently unfair to justify any discipline of Officer Boston for the theft incident
based upon a vaguely written and unevenly followed "report" policy. Therefore,
no discipline was supported by the theft incident.
POINT II
THE MISCONDUCT DID NOT JUSTIFY TERMINATION
Because the misconduct charged to Officer Boston did not support
discipline, this Court should reverse the Commission's decision without further
analysis. See Lucas, 949 P.2d at 761, 763 (decision not supported by substantial
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evidence subject to reversal). However, examination of the record reveals that
even if some discipline were warranted, termination was excessive and inconsistent
with other, similar situations. See id. These problems also compel reversal of the
Commission's decision.
A. Disproportionate Sanction.
"Proportionality" analysis focuses upon the particular employee, despite
language, in Kelly, 2000 UT App 235 fflf 21, 24-26, 8 P.3d at 1054, seemingly
comparing other officer conduct. Comparison to other officers is encompassed in
the "consistency" analysis, and will be so addressed in this brief.
Turning to "proportionality," this Court has stated that "an exemplary
service record and tenuous evidence of misconduct may tip the balance against
termination." Harmon, 2005 UT App 274 f 18, 116 P.3d at 978 (citing authority).
As expressly found by the Commission, "Boston's overall service record was
exemplary in many respects." (R. 33 f 5.) In fact, the Commission found that
"Boston's employee evaluations were universally excellent." (Id. ^f 7.)
As explained in Point I, evidence supporting the misconduct charges against
Officer Boston was insubstantial. But even if that evidence is "substantial," it is
tainted by failure to resolve a fundamental credibility issue in the collision
incident, and by a vague and inconsistently-followed policy in the theft incident.
Therefore, the evidence of misconduct is certainly "tenuous," at best.
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This Court has identified four other considerations in proportionality
analysis: (1) whether the alleged misconduct is directly related to the officer's
official duties and significantly impedes the officer's ability to perform those
duties; (2) whether the misconduct is of a type that adversely affects public
confidence in the department; (3) whether the misconduct undermined the morale
and effectiveness of the department; (4) whether the misconduct was committed
knowingly or willfully, rather than negligently or inadvertently. Harmon, 2005 UT
App274T|18, 116P.3dat978.
(1) Ability to Perform Duties.
Regarding the first consideration, the Commission concluded:

'The

violations of policy which resulted in Boston's termination related directly to her
official duties and significantly impeded her ability to carry out those duties." (R.
34 T{ 4, in Appendix 2.) That conclusion is nothing more than a bare recitation of
the consideration itself. Compliance with policies is certainly expected of police
officers. However, as already explained, the policy allegedly violated by Officer
Boston failed to speak to the heart of the collision incident, and the policy cited in
the theft incident was vague and unevenly followed by her fellow officers.
The Commission gave no explanation how Officer Boston's alleged policy
violations "impeded her ability" to perform her duties. That is because no such
explanation can be imagined, much less supported. Officer Boston's alleged non-
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compliance with policies did not impede her ability to perform her duties. Instead,
such "non-compliance" represented choices of how to proceed, when the pertinent
policies, as written and as practiced, provided alternatives. After the fact, Officer
Boston's superiors disagreed with her choices. But given that her service record
was otherwise laudable, such disagreement does not translate, simply on the
Chiefs or the Commission's ipse dixit, into a negative assessment of her ability.
(2) Impact upon Public Confidence.
The Commission held that "[t]he nature of the policy violations adversely
affected the public confidence in the Department." (R. 34 ^f 5.) There was, in fact,
no evidence that the public at large has ever learned of Officer Boston's alleged
policy violations. Chief Burbank alluded to public concerns, manifested through
political action groups such as M.A.D.D., that suspected DUI cases be aggressively
investigated and prosecuted. (R. 31 p. 105-106.) As for the theft incident, the LA.
investigation yielded the following dialogue:
Q (by questioning sergeant): And did [the complainant] voice any
negative opinion about the Salt Lake City Police Department due to
that?
A (by officer who cleared the theft case): No. Absolutely not. He . . .
he had told myself and Sergeant Beener that he appreciated us taking
the time to . . . to make sure it was done right. . ."
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(SLC 121.)

The record otherwise shows no suggestion that Officer Boston's

policy violations had any effect upon public safety, let alone public confidence.5
(3) Department Morale and Effectiveness.
Similarly, there is no evidence that Officer Boston's alleged policy
violations negatively affected Department morale and effectiveness. As mentioned
in Point I-A of this brief, Officer Stutz provided an anecdotal and unconfirmed
accusation that fellow officers felt "uncomfortable" working with Officer Boston.
He also opined that Officer Boston "pawned off her work" on other officers. But
that allegation and that opinion, from an admittedly "rookie" officer (SLC 276),
were neither identified nor examined as reasons for Officer Boston's termination.
The Commission's conclusion that two isolated, tenuously supported (at best)
policy violations undermined Department morale simply is not supported by
competent or substantial evidence.
(4) Negligent or Inadvertent Misconduct.
The Commission both found and concluded that Officer Boston's alleged
policy violations were non-willful.

(R 34 f 14, R. 35 f 7.) Nevertheless, the

Commission concluded that those alleged violations "evidenced a persistent lack of
judgment which caused the Department's management to lose trust in her as a
Lest concern be raised about the collision incident, it can be remembered that the
suspect's vehicle was damaged and disabled; he was trying to call a tow truck when
encountered by officers Boston and Stutz.
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police officer."

(Id.) Chief Burbank opined that Officer Boston had shown "a

consistent pattern of neglect of duty, not servicing the public," despite corrective or
disciplinary efforts. (R. 31 p. 129-131.)
While the chiefs opinion is entitled to weight, it is not entitled to the
uncritical ratification apparently bestowed upon it by the Commission.

Chief

Burbank acknowledged that Officer Boston, in response to the Department's
concerns about the collision incident, had affirmatively offered to enroll in further
DUI training to refresh her skills. (R. 31 p. 128-129.) That is the conduct of a
responsible officer, not an irresponsible one.
Given the absent or tenuous evidence that Officer Boston had in fact
violated Department policies, given her "excellent" performance evaluations, and
given her frequent plaudits from both within and outside the Department, the
"proportionality" element of the Commission's decision cannot stand. This Court
should hold that the Commission "exceed[ed] the bounds of reasonableness and
rationality," Harmon, 2005 UT App 274 \ 9, 116 P.3d at 976, in affirming Chief
Burbank's decision to terminate.

Accordingly, this Court should reverse the

Commission's decision.
B. Inconsistent Sanction.
Nor can the Commission's evaluation of "consistency" withstand review.
This analysis entails comparison of the sanction imposed upon Officer Boston with
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sanctions imposed upon other officers for similar or worse misconduct.

Kelly,

2000 UT App 235ffif21, 27, 8 P.3d at 1054, 1055. In this case, the Commission
failed to conduct the consistency analysis that is required by this Court.
That analysis was explained in Kelly: When a discharged employee presents
a prima facie case of disparate treatment, upon which a municipal commission
"could reasonably find a relevant inconsistency," the agency seeking to justify an
employee termination must "demonstrate a fair and rational basis for the
inconsistency^]" Kelly, 2000 UT App 235 \ 29 n.7, 8 P.3d 1048, 1056 n.7
(quoting authority, brackets in original). The Commission in this case did not
proceed as required under Kelly.
The noncompliance with Kelly is evident early in the Commission's
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. Specifically, the Commission found
that Officer Boston "offered no evidence of disparate treatment." (R. 33 \ 3, in
Appendix 2.) That finding is clearly erroneous. As part of discovery for the
Commission hearing, the Department provided disciplinary records involving
several other Salt Lake City police officers.

(SLC 954-1126.) Officer Boston

reviewed those records, and identified one officer who had improperly handled a
DUI investigation; he had been disciplined with 60 hours of unpaid suspension,
and ordered to take additional DUI training. (R. 31 p. 292-293.)
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Officer Boston identified another fellow officer whose performance
evaluations repeatedly documented a need to improve the quality and timeliness of
his reports. That officer had 21 instances of being "coached" to improve his
performance. That officer had resigned. (R. 31 p. 293.) Officer Boston identified
an officer who had failed to write a required report, and had failed to properly book
case evidence. That officer received a written reprimand. (Id.)
Officer Boston summarized the situations wherein officers with similar
transgressions had received lesser discipline than termination, and wherein
terminated officers had committed worse misconduct:
Just reading through other individuals who had more serious
violations, I guess, who had been given multiple warnings, training
interviews, several letters of reprimand, individual report writing
accuracy and thoroughness, a written reprimand, failure to write a
report as well as use of force, 20 hours. Those are the ones that are
similar to mine, the evidence and report writing. There are others that
include resignation or termination.
Q: (by Mr. Skordas): Did you feel that those were more severe?
A: Well, all the ones that have been terminated or resigned before
termination, most of them it appears had been definitely for criminal
charges, truthfulness, violent acts, those kind of things.
(R. 31 p. 294.)
The Department, during the Commission hearing, only minimally, and
perfunctorily, challenged Officer Boston's above-quoted assessment. Instead, the
Department's counsel changed the subject, assailing Officer Boston for not
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appealing the discipline that had been administered for her three 2005 policy
violations. (R. 31 p. 301-305.)
In fact, exhibits produced by the Department supported Officer Boston's
above-quoted assessment. Officer T.S., employed by the Department from early
1998 to late 2003 (similar length to Officer Boston), had five performance reviews
indicating a need to improve compliance with work hours, grooming and attire,
and other unspecified policies.6 T.S. had received six disciplinary warnings, from
2001 through mid-2003, for similar problems and for improper use of police
communication systems.

T.S. was terminated in November 2003 because of

repeated hostile and inappropriate use of communication systems, including
sexually harassing communications.

(R. 31 p. 337-338, SLC 955-957.)

Thus

Officer T.S. was terminated for overtly hostile and threatening behavior, with a
substantial prior history of performance deficits.
Another officer, Greer, a twenty-plus year veteran, was terminated for
incidents involving insubordination, derogatory and threatening remarks to and
about Department colleagues, and threats of violence toward citizens. (R. 31 p.
337, SLC 962-986.) See Greer v. Salt Lake City Civil Service Comm 'n, 2007 UT
App 293, 2007 WL 2566280 (reciting same facts and affirming Greer's

initials used for officer privacy; Officer T.S. apparently did not appeal her dismissal to
this Court, for no opinion addressing it appears upon a Westlaw® search.
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termination). Thus Officer Greer was terminated for overtly improper and hostile
conduct. In contrast, Boston's alleged errors were of omission, not affirmative
misconduct.
The Commission found: "Police Chief Chris Burbank testified of several
other similarly situated officers who were treated in a similar manner to Boston."
(R. 33 % 4, in Appendix 2.) That finding may or may not be clearly erroneous:
The Department identified no documentation, at the Commission hearing, to
support it. Instead, Chief Burbank's testimony was the only evidence.
In that testimony, Chief Burbank identified three other officers who, he said,
had received similar treatment to that of Officer Boston. One he described as a
sergeant who had "received a $20 bill that he did not place into evidence," and had
been allowed to resign in lieu of termination. (R. 31 p. 146-148.) Officer Boston,
having reviewed the Department's discovery regarding that officer, testified:
"Well, according to the information we were provided, he not only didn't book that
$20.00, he put it in the bike squad fund. So he stole $20.00." (R. 31 p. 302.) The
Department did not object to or rebut that description.

Thus the bike squad

sergeant was fired for affirmative misconduct.
Chief Burbank testified about another officer who had resigned in lieu of
termination because of improper documentation of domestic violence incidents.
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According to the Chief, that second officer had been warned in "three or four
cases" to properly complete such documentation. (R. 31 p. 147-148.)
Finally, Chief Burbank described an officer who had allegedly failed to
adequately investigate a drug-related DUI. The suspect driver, as related by Chief
Burbank, had been seen driving his vehicle into a tree; he "had a syringe still in his
arm" and showed "defmite[ ] impairment" at the time of the collision. (R. 31 p.
148.) According to Chief Burbank, the responding officer had destroyed evidence
and had failed to process the driver for DUI. For that misconduct, the officer
received sixty hours unpaid suspension. (Id. p. 148-149.)7
As already observed, the Commission committed clear error in its finding
that Officer Boston offered "no evidence" that she had been treated differently
from similarly-situated fellow officers.

She testified, based upon her review of

discovery from the Department, that she had been differently treated.
At that point, under Kelly, the Commission was obliged to decide whether
Officer Boston had made out a prima facie case of disparate treatment. As shown
in the Commission's findings and conclusions (Appendix 2), it made no such
decision.

7

This may have been the same officer described by Officer Boston at R. 31 p. 292-293;
however, the record on appeal does not confirm this.
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Chief Burbank had testified in generalities about other officers, whom he
believed had been treated in similar fashion to Officer Boston. He did not testify
after Officer Boston presented her assessment of several cases, which appear to
have only partially overlapped with the cases described by Chief Burbank. The
Department did not challenge Officer Boston's assessment on cross-examination.
Instead, it mis-focused on her decision to not appeal her prior discipline from the
2005 incidents.
Given these circumstances, the Commission's conclusion that Officer
Boston's termination was "consistent with previous sanctions" is not supportable.
Such conclusion was caused by the Commission's failure to follow the applicable
law, prescribed by this Court nearly eight years ago, in Kelly. For this reason, in
addition to or alternatively to its error in the "proportionality" analysis, the
Commission's "consistency" conclusion must be reversed.
CONCLUSION
As set forth above, the Commission's decision to uphold the Department's
termination of Officer Boston is thoroughly compromised by clear error and by
failure to observe the applicable law. This Court observed that it lacks power to
remand a municipal employee termination case to correct such errors. Kelly, 2000
UT App 235 \ 23 & n.5, 8 P.3d at 1054 & n.5. Instead, this Court's review
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requires an "all or nothing" decision. Id.

See also, Lucas, 949 P.2d at 763

(termination based upon due process violation and abuse of discretion remedied on
appeal by reinstatement with back pay). Accordingly, this Court should reverse
the Commission's decision, aad order that Officer Boston be reinstated by the
Department, with back pay.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ]^_

day of July, 2008.

EPPERSON RENCHER & OWENS

Of Counsel for:
SKORDAS, CASTON & HYDE
Salt Lake City, Utah
Attorneys for Petitioner-Appellant
Stephanie Boston
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of BRIEF OF
APPELLANT to be mailed, by U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, on this 4 ?
July, 2008 to the following:
Martha S. Stonebrook
Senior City Attorney
Salt Lake City Corporation
451 South State Street, Ste 505A
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Attorney for Salt Lake City Corp.
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CHIET OF POLICE
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July 9, 2007

Officer Stephanie Boston
Liberty Patrol Division
Re:

IA Case CI 2006-0055
IA Case CI 2007-0023
Discipline/ Disposition

Officer Boston:
In arriving at my decision, I have reviewed your record as a Salt Lake City Police
Department employee, the following two (2) complaints against you, your responses to
the complaints during internal affairs interviews, and the information you provided in
your pre-disciplinaiy hearings and in our subsequent meeting.
The information I consider relevant in making my decision I summarize here.
INTERNAL AFFAIRS CASE CI 2006-0055
Conduct
On Friday, October 6,2006, you were dispatched to a "Hit and Run Just Occurred." You
failed to take proper police action, failed to conduct a thorough investigation, improperly
issued a citation and mishandled the call.
Fin dings
I find this complaint of misconduct SUSTAINED because it violates Department policy
D20-04-00.00 IMPROPER USE OF DISCRETION AND FAILURE TO TAKE
PROPER POLICE ACTION.
You failed to perform basic fundamental duties of a police officer on this call. The
suspect should have at least been processed for DUI. There was reasonable suspicion to
believe he was driving while intoxicated. However, because of your failure to properly
handle this call, no tests were performed to confirm this.
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Relevant Policy
D20-04-00.00 IMPROPER USE OF DISCRETION AND FAILURE TO
TAKE PROPER POLICE ACTION
11

A police officer will use responsibly the discretion vested in the position and
exercise it within the law. The principle of reasonableness will guide the officer's
determinations and the officer will consider all surrounding circumstances in
determining whether any legal action shall be taken.
Consistent and wise use of discretion, based on professional policing competence,
will do much to preserve good relationships and retain the confidence of the
public. There can be difficulty in choosing between conflicting courses of action.
It is important to remember that a timely word of advice rather than arrest - which
may be corrected in appropriate circumstances - can be a more effective means of
achieving a desired end."

INTERNAL AFFAIRS CASE CI 2007-0023
Alleged Conduct
On February 16, 2007, you were dispatched to a "Car Prowl/Theft." You failed to
document your actions while on that call and did not complete a General Offense report
in a timely manner.
Findings
I find this complaint of misconduct SUSTAINED because it constitutes a NEGLECT OF
DUTY.
On Friday, February 16,2007, you were dispatched to a theft investigation which also
turned out to be a vehicle burglary. You contacted the victim and discussed some
possible options on what could or could not be done. You left the scene and no report was
written.
You mishandled this case. It is clear that a crime had been committed and a known
suspect had been identified. Under these circumstances you were required to generate a
police report.

Officei Stephanie Boston
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Relevant Polkies
D43-04-00.00 REPORTS - SITUATIONS REQUIRING A REPORT
A report must be made: (emphasis added)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

when a crime has been committed;
when an officer responds to a medical assist or injured person call;
when further investigation may be necessary;
when facts of the current incident may be helpful in a future investigation;
whenever an officer takes any police action;
when there is any indication that the facts of the incident may tend to
embarrass the Department;
when there is death or probable death;
when there is additional or new information to a previous case;
when there is any question as to whether the incident requires a written
report;
when any person is physically arrested and booked or charged with a
misdemeanor offense and subjected to the use of force, the incident
requires a General Offense report;
In those cases where individuals are subjected to physical force, restraint
devices or are apprehended or detained for investigative purposes or for
other reasons and subsequently NOT arrested and there is NO expectation
that criminal charges will be sought, the incident can be documented in a
Street Check/Field Interview along with the Use of Force Details page.
The use of force instances can be tracked by the browses on the Use of
Force Details page.) Examples of this type of incident are high hazard
felony stops, limited investigative detentions, and other officer safety
incidents wherein persons may have been subjected to physical force or
secured by restraint devices temporarily and then released.

K.
L.

any time a vehicle is impounded;
Any time a Crime Lab Technician is called to the scene of an incident.

Officer Stephanie Boston
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D44-04-02.00 (F) CALL CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA
F. The following types of incidents can be taken by Communications personnel,
with a case report given to the complainant and closed.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Garbage Can missing or damaged.
Lost property under $1,000
Thefts with no suspect information and under $ 1,000
Information/suspicious incidents with no apparent crime involved
Hit and Run with no suspect information.
Property damage with no information

If the call-taker is unable to handle the above types of dispatch logs, a
notation should be made in the comments as to why it cannot be handled
as a log report, i.e. "has suspect info," or "over $1,000."
Other Relevant Considerations
I considered your personnel history and the information in your employment file in
making my decision.
Disciplinary Decision
Salt Lalce City, the Police Department, and the citizens expect and deserve a high level of
competent servicefromtheir police officers. Sendee to the community is a core value
that is the basis for our work in the community. Any neglect of duty by an officer or the
failure of an officer to adequately perform his or her duties reflects poorly on our
Department and the City and is a disservice to the community.
The two sustained complaints addressed in this letter, in conjunction with your prior
disciplinary history are disturbing to me. Despite considerable training and progressive
discipline, you have shown a recurring lack of acceptable performance, poor judgment,
an inability to consistently perform basic fundamental duties and conform to department
policies. Your prior sustained complaints resulted from your failure to adequately
perform your pohce duties. Chief Dinse warned you in his letter dated October 25, 2005,
that any further sustained complaints could lead to termination.
These two new sustained complaints are significant in their own right but, when coupled
with your prior complaint history, they reflect a pattern of continued inability to perform
the basic functions of a police officer. I am convinced that this trend will only continue
and I have lost all trust and confidence in your ability to meet the many demands that are
placed on a police officer. Therefore, I have decided to release you from your
employment with Salt Lake City Corporation. This action is effective immediately.

Officer Stephanie Boston
Page 5 of 5
July 9, 2007

Appeal
You may appeal this discipline by filing a written request for appeal with the Secretary of
the Civil Service Commission, Annette Pugmire, at 451 South State Street, Room 115,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, within five (5) business days of your receipt of this letter.
Respectfully,

Chris Burbank
Chief of Police
cc:

Administration file
Internal Affairs file
Personnel files
Senior City Attorney Martha Stonebrook

Mailed by:

Date:
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MARTHA S. STONEBROOK, #5149
Senior Salt Lake City Attorney
451 South State Street, Suite 505
P.O. Box 145478
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5478
Telephone: (801)535-7788
IN THE SALT LAKE CITY CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

STEPHANIE BOSTON,
Petitions

PROPOSED
FINDINGS OF FACT
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND
ORDER

SALT LAKE CITY CORPORATION,
Respondent.

Petitioner Stephanie Boston's ("Boston") appeal of the termination of her
employment from the Salt Lake City Police Department ("the Department") came
before the honorable Salt Lake City Civil Service Commission ("the
Commission") on November 27, 2007 and November 29, 2007. Boston was
present and represented by her counsel, Greg Skordas. The Department's
representative, Assistant Chief Terry Fritz was present and the Department was
represented by its counsel, Martha S. Stonebrook. The Commission's counsel
was also present throughout the proceedings.
After carefully considering the testimony that was offered, the exhibits that
were admitted and the arguments and statements of the parties' respective legal
counsel, the Commission unanimously voted to uphold the termination of

Boston's employment and enters the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law in support of that unanimous decision:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

There was no material factual dispute between the parties

regarding the underlying facts of the incidents before the Commission,
2.

Boston essentially admitted the material facts related to the

charges
3.

Boston offered no evidence of disparate treatment.

4.

Police Chief Chris Burbank testified of several other similarly

situated officers who were treated in a similar manner to Boston.
5.

Boston's overall service record was exemplary in many respects.

6.

Boston was an excellent officer in many performance areas and at

various times during her employment.
7.

Boston's employee evaluations were universally excellent.

8.

Boston did not receive employee evaluations covering the periods

of time when Boston engaged in the various policy violations which led to the
period of disciplinary actions which marred her otherwise satisfactory
performance.
9.

It would have been helpful to the Commission if the Department

had conducted employee evaluations covering the relevant time periods.
10.

Boston received three disciplinary actions over a relatively short

period of time.
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11.

It is troubling that Boston's conduct in all three instances had

occurred before final disciplinary action was imposed for any of the three
offenses.
12.

By the time the two incidents occurred which precipitated Boston's

termination, she had been properly warned and was on notice that any further
misconduct on her part may result in termination.
13.

The series of violations were similar in nature and progressive

discipline had been ineffective.
14.

Although Boston did not willfully violate Department policy, her

actions evidenced a persistent lack of judgment which caused the Department's
management to lose trust in her as a police officer.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1

The facts supported the charges made by the Department.

2.

The sanction of termination was consistent with previous sanctions.

3.

The sanction of termination was appropriate to the offense.

4.

The violations of policy which resulted in Boston's termination

related directly to her official duties and significantly impeded her ability to carry
out those duties.
5.

The nature of the policy violations adversely affected the public

confidence in the Department.
6.

The nature of the policy violations undermined the morale and

effectiveness of the Department.

3

7.

Although Boston did not willfully violate Department policy, her

actions evidenced a persistent lack of judgment which caused the Department's
management to lose trust in her as a police officer.
8.

The charges against Boston warranted the sanction of termination.

9.

The Department afforded Boston due process throughout the

termination proceedings.
10.

The Police Chiefs choice of discipline was not unduly excessive or

clearly disproportionate to the offense.
11

The Police Chiefs choice of discipline did not exceed the bounds of

reasonableness and rationality.
ORDER
It is hereby ordered that the Police Chiefs decision to terminate Boston's
employment with the Salt Lake City Police Department is UPHELD.
So ordered this ^ Z ^ d a y of January, 2008.

Jack Quintana
\
Salt Lake City Civil Service Commissioner
Approved as to form:

J

i/

Gred sbfjd^r'
AttolneyTor Petitioner Stephanie Boston
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APPENDIX 3

ASSIGNMENT

PERFORMANCE
[EVALUATION
REPORT

SECTION

LAST

BOSTON

A

TO: 5 Jan 2003

•

•

TRANSFER
FIRST

Shift Rotation
G3 OTHER

ANNUAL

MIDDLE

Stephanie

SECTION B
Record job STRENGTHS - Supenor
performance incidents, progress achieved. ( Any Xs in Col 4 of
SECTION A)

Not Satisfactory
Some Improvement Needed
Meets Standards

I II Ex
Ml t

FROM 1 Sept 2002

EMPLOYEE STATUS
D PROBATION

EMPLOYEE

RATING PERIOD

Pioneer Division

O f f i c e r Boston i s e n t h u s i a s t i c a b o u t h e r 30b,
and responds r e a d i l y t o s u p e r v i s i o n .
Her
r e p o r t s a r e w e l l w r i t t e n and v e r y a r t i c u l a t e .
Her p r o d u c t i v i t y , i n c l u d i n g s e l f - i n i t i a t e d
a c t i v i t y , e x c e e d s t h e norm f o r t h i s work u n i t .

Exceeds Standards

1 Observance of work hours
2. Attendance
3. Grooming and Dress
4. Compliance with Rules
5. Safety Practices
6. Meeting & Dealing w/Public
7. Knowledge of Assign Response
8. Volume of Acceptable Work
9 Written Expression
10. Oral Expression
11. Judgment
12. Getting Along w/other Emp
13 Operation & Care of Equip.
14. Appearance of Work Station
15. initiative
16. Accepts Responsibility
17. Accepts Direction & Change
18. Effectiveness Under Stress
19. Job Skill Level
20. Dealing with Suspects
21. Processing Evidence
22.
23
24
25.

[Add p a g e i f needed]
S E C T I O N C Record specific GOALS or IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMS to be undertaken dunng the next evaluation penod

1.
2
3

Continue t o l e a r n p o l i c i e s a n d
procedures.
Develop some COP o r i e n t e d p r o j e c t s m h e r ,
next b e a t assignment.
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK*

("Add p a g e ~ i f n e e d e d } ^ !
S E C T I O N D Record specific work performance
DEFICIENCIES or job behavior requinng improvement or
correctional, and checks in Col. 1 & 2 of SECTION A.

26.
27.

FOR EMPLOYEES WHO SUPERVISE OTHERS
28. Planning and Organization
29 Scheduling and Coordinating
30 Personnel Mgt - Effectiveness
31. Supervisory Control /Discipline
32 Training & instructing
33 Leadership
34 Problem Ident & Resolution
35 Evaluating Subordinates
36 Operational Economy
37 Develop Policies / Procedures
38 Writing Adm & Staff Reports
39 Adaptability
40

41.

DiKt-riborion

[Add p a g e i f

EXCEEDS STANDARDS

3 Q

2 [>y EFFECTIVE-MEETS STANDARDS

^Signature
Sgt/~ J

^Bryant/

4 Q

REQUIRES

IMPROVEMENT

NOT SATISFACTORY

Commanding Officer Sigpatura^
F45

Employee
/ Q l AGREE X Q | DISAGREE
\ CERTIFY THAT THIS REPORT HAS BEEN DISCUSSED WfTH ME
COMMENTS

Employee Signature

1 COPY TO CIVIL SERVICE

needed]

SUMMARY EVALUATION - Check overall performance

1 COPY TO PERSONNEL SERVICES UNIT

Date:

1 COPY TO

SLC 029

SALT

LAKE

CITY

FULilCJtL u£,^AKi.mjiiN JL
RATING PERIOD

ASSIGNMENT

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

LIBERTY

REPORT

EMPLOYEE STATUS
•

EMPLOYEE
SECTION

LAST

PROBATION
BOSTON

A

Not Satisfactory
Some Improvement Needed
Meets Standards
I

Exceeds Standards

1

1 Observance of work hours
2 Attendance
3 Grooming g and Dress
4 Compliance with Rules
5 Safety Practices
6 Meeting & Dealing w/Public
7 Knowledge of Assign Respons
X
8 Volume of Acceptable Work
9 Written Expression
10 Oral Expression
11 Judgment
12 Getting Along w/other Emp
13 Operation & Care of Equip
14 Appearance of Work Station
15 Initiative
16 Accepts Responsibility
17 Accepts Direction & Change
18 Effectiveness Under Stress
19 Job Skill Level
20 Dealing with Suspects
21 Processing Evidence
22
23
24
25
26
27
FOR EMPLOYEES WHO SUPERVISE OTHERS
28 Planning and Organization
29 Scheduling and Coordinating
30 Personnel Mgt Effectiveness
31 Supervisory Control /Discipline
32 Training & Instructing
33 Leadership
34 Problem ident & Resolution
35 Evaluating Subordinates
36 Operational Economy
37 Develop Policies / Procedures
38 Writing Adm & Staff Reports
39 Adaptability
40
41

FROM JAN 03

•

•

TRANSFER
FIRST

TO APRIL 03

ANNUAL

OTHER
MIDDLE

STEPHANIE

K92

SECTION B
Record iob STRENGTHS - Superior
performance incidents progress achieved ( Any Xs in Col 4 of
SECTION A)
OFFICER BOSTON WORKED GRAVEYARDS BEAT 2 2 2 THIS
PAST QUARTER SHE DID AN EXCELLENT JOB IN THE
FIELD FOR ME STEPHANIE WAS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR
ON VIEW ACTIVITY SHE MADE SEVERAL STOPS A
NIGHT AND SHE WAS CONSTANTLY PATROLLING HER
BEAT HER COP PROJECT WAS TO IMPOUND ANY AND
ALL CARS THAT WERE DRIVING WITH NO INSURANCE
SHE TRIED TO GET ONE "VEHICLE PER NIGHT AND ON
MOST NIGHTS SHE WAS SUCCESSFUL
[Add p a g e i f

needed]

S E C T I O N C Record specilic GOALS or IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMS to be undertaken dunng the next evaluation period
#6- STEPHANIE WORKS WELL WITH THE PUBLIC SHE
TAKES HER TIME WITH THEM AND LEAVES THEM WITH A
GOOD IMPRESSION #8- STEPHANINE WOULD TRY TO
TAKE ALL CALLS IN HER BEAT AND SHE WAS AMONG THE
TOP OFFICERS ON THE SQUAD IN THE AREA OF ON VIEW
CASES GENERATED AND TICKETS ISSUED #9EXCELLENT REPORTS DV UNIT REWARDED STEPHANIE
WITH 2 KUDOS AWARDS FOR GREAT REPORTS #15- SELF
STARTER SHE DOES NOT HAVE TO BE TOLD TO PULL
CARS OVER AND ISSUED TICKETS GREAT JOB
[Add page if needed}
S E C T I O N D Record specific work performance
DEFICIENCIES or job behavior requiring improvement or
correctional and checks in Col 1 & 2 of SECTION A
STEPHANIE TOOK ADVANTAGI OF CIT TRAINING THIS
PAST QUARTER SHE ALSO EXPRESSED AN INTEREST IN
GOING UP TO DETECTIVES STEPHANIE WILL DO AN
EXCELLENT JOB IN ANY ASSINGMENT SHE IS HONEST
AND HARD WORKING I HAVE ENJOYED WORKING WITH
HER THIS PAST SHIFT

[Add page if needed]
SUMMARY EVALUATION - Check overall performance
1 L J EXCEEDS STANDARDS

3 [_J REQUIRES IMPROVEMENT

2 [Xj EFFECTIVE MEETS STANDARDS

4 [_J NOT SATTSFACTORY

Commanding Officer Signature

Employee
• I AGREE
Q I DISAGREE
I CERTIFY THAT THIS REPORT HAS BEEN DISCUSSED WITH ME
COMMENTS

V COPi TO EMPLOYEES B a ^

SLC 030

CXftJjJ.

luHJSJL

L 1 I I

i'UJjlLHi

UiLlr'iiKXIML.iMT
RATING PERIOD

ASSIGNMENT

IPEPvFORMANCE
|E VALUATION
ORT

LAST

PROBATION

•

FIRST

BOSTON

Some Improvement Needed

I

1

1

i

1

Meets Standards

I I

i

x &g&|

1 Observance of work hours
2 Attendance
3 Grooming g and Dress
4 Compliance with Rules
5 Safety Practices
6 Meeting & Dealing w/Public
x
I 7 Knowledge of Assign Respons
X
X 8 Volume of Acceptable Work
X I 9 Written Expression
X I 10 Oral Expression
I 11 Judgment
X
I 12 Getting Along w/other Emp
X
I 13 Operation & Care of Equip
X
X
14 Appearance of Work Station
X 15 Initiative
X I 16 Accepts Responsibility
X
17 Accepts Direction & Change
X
18 Effectiveness Under Stress
X
19 Job Skill Level
X
20 Dealing with Suspects
X
I 21 Processing Evidence
M ( 22 C O P Projects
23
24

x

$vJ
x M
x
r J8H
x hKB*

1 1 !'

1

1

N

*

Exceeds Standards

\\1\l1 P*

J

1/03/04

ANNUAL

OTHER
MIDDLE

STEPHANIE

K92

SECTION B Record job STRENGTHS - Superior
performance incidents progress achieved ( Any Xs in Col 4 of I
SECTION A)
I

Not Satisfactory

1

•

TRANSFER

SECTION A

1

TO

8/31/03

EMPLOYEE STATUS
D

EMPLOYEE

FROM

LIBERTY PATROL DIVISION

1 P

ill

O f f i c e r Boston i s a m o t i y a t e d , h a r d w o r k i n g
officer
She i s c o n s i s t e n t l y a t t h e t o p -^of t h e
squad m c a l l s f o r s e r v i c e and o n - v i e w
activity
Officer Boston c^noVucts t h o r o u g h
i n v e s t i g a t i o n s and w r i t e s d e t a i l e d repofTTs^
OTficer Boston g e n e r a l l y d o e s more work t h a n
her co-workers and seems t o want more on t o p of
that
O f f i c e r Boston a c c e p t s r e s p o n s i b i l i t y
f o r h e r a c t i o n s shows d e s i r e t o l e a r n
Officer
Boston i s a t t h e top of p e r f o r m a n c e on s q u a d
C O P projects
[A dd page i f needed]

4\
M
Am
SECTION C Record specific GOALS or IMPROVEMENT
^j
PROGRAMS to be undertaken dunngthe next evaluation period
SSI
O f f i c e r Boston should l o o k f o r o p p o r t u n i t i e s t o
I £$[
expand h e r experience i n o t h e r a s s i g n m e n t s
I }S&1
within the police department
Zm
j ^|
I Jlj
|K^$|
I ?J|
I *4\
I ^1
^m
fAdd page i f needed)
I- M
SECTION D Record specific work performance
im
DEFICIENCIES or job behavior requiring improvement or
^m
correctional and checks in Col 1 & 2 of SECTION A
^g
I
None.
I
J

25

1

26

1 1 1I 27

1

FOR EMPLOYEES WHO SUPERVISE OTHERS
I 28 Planning and Organization
I 29 Scheduling and Coordinating
I 30 Personnel Mgt - Effectiveness
I 31 Supervisory Control/Discipline
32 Training & Instructing
I 33 Leadership
34 Problem Ident & Resolution
I 35 Evaluating Subordinates
1 36 Operational Economy
I 37 Develop Policies / Procedures
38 Wnting Adm & Staff Reports
39 Adaptability
40
41

1 1 1J

Di s t r i but" i on

1 COPY TO TTVTI SFRVTTF

I I
I
I
I
I
I
J
I
j
1

|
I
j
j
j
I
j
J
1
1
1

U

1 mPY

[Add page i f
SUMMARY EVALUATION

needed]

Check overall p e r f o r m a n c e

1 E £ | EXCEEDS STANDARDS

3 [_J

2 \_J

4 Q ] NOT SATISFACTORY

EFFECTIVE-MEETS STANDARDS

Raters Signature

Employed

REQUIRES IMPROVEMENT

^

D I AGREE

" D ?DIS^§kEE

1 CERTIFY THAT THIS REPORT HAS BEEN DISCUSSED WITH ME

TO

PFRROWNFT

SFRVTrFS

fTNTT

1 TOPY

TO FMPT.OYFF.S

DTVTqTON

SLC 031

SALT L

^

C I T Y P O L I C E DEPAP

ASSIGNMENT

ERFORMANCE
P&LUATION
ORT
MPLOYEE

Liberty Patrol Division

1

•

LAST

PROBATION

•

TRANSFER
FIRST

Boston
D
0
E
S

ot Satisfactory
Some Improvement Needed
Meets Standards
Exceeds Standards

I

1 Observance of work hours
2 Attendance
3 Grooming g and Dress
4 Compliance with Rules
5 Safety Practices
6 Meeting & Dealing w/Public
7 Knowledge of Assign Respons
6 Volume of Acceptable Work
9 Written Expression
10 Oral Expression
11 Judgment
12 Getting Along w/other Emp
13 Operation & Care of Equip
14 Appearance of Work Station
15 Initiative
16 Accepts Responsibility
17 Accepts Direction & Change
18 Effectiveness Under Stress
19 Job Skill Level
20 Dealing with Suspects
21 Processing Evidence
22 POP Project
23
24
25
26
27
FOR EMPLOYEES WHO SUPERVISE OTHERS
28 Planning and Organization
29 Scheduling and Coordinating
30 Personnel Mgt Effectiveness
31 Supervisory Control /Discipline
32 Training & Instructing
33 Leadership
34 Problem Ident & Resolution
35 Evaluating Subordinates
36 Operational Economy
37 Develop Policies / Procedures
38 Writing Adm & Staff Reports
39 Adaptability
40
41

rnjuTTsr

FROM September 1 2003

-TV?

TO September 1 2004

EMPLOYEE STATUS

ECTION A

n

^NT
knflNG PERIOD

EJ ANNUAL

D

OTHER

MIDDLE

Stephanie

K92

SECTION B
Record lob STRENGTHS Superior
performance incidents progress achieved (Any Xs in Col 4 of
SECTION A)
O f f i c e r Boston t a k e s an a c t i v e m t e r e t m h e r
beat
She i d e n t i f i e s p r o b l e m s m h e r b e a t and
then works hard t o r e s o l v e them u s i n g many POP
techniques
This t r i m e s t e r s h e has
p a r t i c i p a t e d i n our s q u a d s POP p r o j e c t a s w e l l
as t a k e n on some of h e r own l i k e 900 s 200 E
v a c a n t t r a i l e r complex and t r a n s i e n t p r o b l e m s
i n t h e a r e a of 500 E 500 S
Her r e p o r t s a r e
d e t a i l e d and well w r i t t e n
Her s t a t s a r e
c o n s i s t e n t l y t h e h i g h e s t on t h e squad
fAdd page i f needed]

N
O
T
A
P
P
L
Y

*im

S E C T I O N C Record specific GOALS or IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMS to be undertaken during the next evaluation penod

7m

O f f i c e r Boston has e x p r e s s e d an i n t e r e s t m
Detectives
Continue w i t h t h e e x c e l l e n t and w o r t h w h i l e POP
projects
P l a n and o r g a n i z e a p r o j e c t us-mg
Owher members of h e r s q u a d t o e n c o u r a g e a team
e ffort

m
[Add page i f needed)

M

S E C T I O N D Record specific work performance
DEFICIENCIES or job behavior requiring improvement or
correctional and checks in Col 1 & 2 of SECTION A
Ncne n o t e d

[Add page i f needed]
SUMMARY EVALUATION Check ove all performance
1 L J EXCEEDS STANDARDS

3 J J REQUIRES IMPROVEMENT

-<&>

NOT SATISFACTORY

iM2^
Employee
• I AGREE
Q ifclSA^tffeE
I CE R riFY THAT THIS REPORT HAS BEEN DISCUSSED WITH ME
COMMENTS

>M^m%^&$mT/y
L

•=tr

1 COPi JTO EMPLOYEES © ^ f e l O N

'/

SLC 032

0«M1JX

Ui

L l i l

rULiXUi

UlLmJ\

ICalMX
RATING P E R I O D

ASSIGNMENT

[PERFORMANCE
(EVALUATION
PORT

SECTION

T O : August 26, 06

EMPLOYEE STATUS
•

EMPLOYEE

FROM- April 30, 06

Liberty Days (B Platoon)

LAST

PROBATION

Boston

D ANNUAL

D TRANSFER
FIRST

A

OTHER
MIDDLE

Stephanie

SECTION B
Record job STRENGTHS - Superior
performance incidents, progress achieved. ( Any Xs in Col. 4 of
SECTION A)
O f f i c e r Boston i s t h e t o p p e r f o r m e r on our
squad f o r on-view f e l o n y a n d m i s d e a m e a n o r
arrests.
She has been t o p O f f i c e r i n t h e
D i v i s i o n Warrant program f o r s e v e r a l m o n t h s .
She i s a s k i l l e d O f f i c e r who w o r k s h a r d .

Hot Satisfactory
Some improvement Needed
Meets Standards
Exceeds Standards

1. Observance of work hours
2. Attendance
3. Grooming g and Dress
Compliance with Rules
5. Safety Practices
6. Meeting & Dealing w/Pubiic
x
7. Knowledge of Assign Respons.
B Volume of Acceptable Work
9. Written Expression
10 Oral Expression
11. Judgment
12 Getting Along w/other Emp
13. Operation & Care of Equip.
14. Appearance of Work Station
x l 15 Initiative
16. Accepts Responsibility
17. Accepts Direction & Change
18 Effectiveness Under Stress
19 Job Skill Level
20. Dealing with Suspects
21. Processing Evidence

[Add page i f

needed]

S E C T I O N C Record specific GOALS or IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMS to be undertaken during the next evaluation penod.
Continue t o gam t r a i n i n g and e x p e r i e n c e i n
a r e a s of P o l i c e work i n which you would l i k e
work.

[Add page i f

to

needed)

S E C T I O N D Record specific work performance
DEFICIENCIES or job behavior requiring improvement or
correctional, and checks in Col. 1 & 2 of SECTION A.
None Noted

FOR EMPLOYEES WHO SUPERVISE OTHERS
28. Planning and Organization
29. Scheduling and Coordinating
30. Personnel Mgt - Effectiveness
31. Supervisory Control /Discipline
32. Training & Instructing
33. Leadership
34. Problem I dent. & Resolution
35. Evaluating Subordinates
36. Operational Economy
37. Develop Policies / Procedures
38. Writing Adrn. & Staff Reports
39. Adaptability
40.
41.

[Add page i f needed]
SUMMARY EVALUATION - Check overall performance
1 L J EXCEEDS STANDARDS
2

3 [_J REQUIRES IMPROVEMENT

EFFECTIVE-MEETS STANDARDS

NOT SATISFACTORY

licer Signature

Raier^s Signature/

dl

Employee ~
D I AGREE
R
fe^AgREE
I CERTIFY THAT THIS REPORT HA^BE£N DISCUSSED WITH ME

Date: ^ ? < f c |
Di-srr lhuf i o n

1 COPY TO CTVn SF.RVTCT

1

.!T.
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]..cnPY_Tn/FMPi,oYFK L nTvr.sjON
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SLC 033

lH 1 MM; <Mf i^^ifflf
POLICE DEPARTMENT

CHRIS SURBANK

R D S S C. " R D D K Y "

CHIEF OF POLICE

ANDERSON

MAYOR

June 5, 2006
Officer Stephanie Boston
Liberty B Day Patrol Division
Re: Officer of the Month
Congratulations! For the month of May you did 6 felony arrests, 8 misdemeanor arrests
and assisted with another for a total of 14 arrests during the month.
Office Boston, because of your hard work and dedication to the job you aire chosen
"Officer of the Month" .With officers like you who are willing to go the "extra mile" Salt
Lake City is a safer place to live. I appreciate all the hard work you do and I wish you
luck in all your future endeavors. Keep up the good work!
Sincerely,

feptain Kyle Jones
Liberty Division Commander

cc:

Div file
Personnel

3 1 5 EAST 2 0 D S O U T H , SALT LAKE CfTY, UTAH B 4 1 11
T E L E P H O N E : BD1-799-3l[3DD

®

FAX: B D 1 - 7 9 9 - 3 5 5 V

RCOTQLCO PAPER

SLC 034

sgflffi ys§; ®L¥ <1I?1MW
POLICE DEPARTMENT

CHRIS BURBANK

RDSS

C. " R D C K Y "

CHIEF OF POLICE

ANDERSON

MAYOR

August 9, 2006

Officer Stephanie Boston
Liberty Patrol Day B Squad
Re: July arrests
For the month of July you did 5 felony arrests, 8 misdemeanor arrests for a total of 14
warrant arrests during the month. For the third month in a row you have been the "Top
Officer" for warrant arrests.
Office Boston, your continued hard work and dedication to the job is very much
appreciated by this department. With officers like you who are willing to go the "extra
mile" you help to make Salt Lake City is a safer and better place to live.
I appreciate all the hard work you do and I wish you luck in all your future endeavors.
Keep up the good work!
Sincerely,

Captain Kyli Jones
Liberty Division Commander

cc:

Div file
Personnel

3 1 5 EAST ZDD S D U T H , SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH B 4 1 11
TELEPHONE: BD1-799-3DDD

FAX: B D 1 - 7 9 9 - 3 5 5 7

I HtCTCIXD PAPER

SLC 035

8Bp MM; <Hf iK^MMf
POLICE

CHRIS

DEPARTMENT

BURBANK

R O S S C. " R D C K Y "

CHIEF OF PDLIQE

ANDERSON

MAYOR

June 2, 2006
Officer Boston
Liberty Patrol
Salt Lake City Police Department

Dear Officer Boston:
On May 27,2006, you responded to a call of a possible stolen vehicle in progress. Officer
Kilgore, Officer Flanders and yourself initiated a felony stop on the vehicle. Two
passengers were taken into custody without incident. Although, neither party had
identification you were able to correctly identify the suspects in a timely manner.
Thank you for the great work you do.

Best wishes in your continued success. You represent our unit, division and department
well.
Sincerely,

Sergeant T. Farillas
Liberty Patrol Division
Cc:
Personnel File
Division File

3 1 5 E A S T 2 D D S O U T H , S A L T LAKE CITY, UTAH B4 1 1 1
T E L E P H O N E : BQ 1 - 7 9 9 - 3 D O D

FAX. B D 1 - 7 9 9 - 3 5 5 7

SLC 036
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POLICE

DEPARTMENT

CHRIS BURSANK

RDSS I

"KHCKV

CHIEF OF POLICE

....

ANPERSC1N

tu

August 9, 2006

Officei Stephanie Boston
Liberty Patrol Da) H Nqudd
Reference

()b-\VWl

i Hi July J J, 2006 you stopped Thomas Alvino Montano toi jaywilL n if V\ lnle you were
diet king to see if he had any warrants, which he did, Mi Montaiiu (leaded to make a run
ioi it During the chase you noticed Mr. Montano reach into his pocket and throw some
items away. This turned out to be 5.6 grams of Methamphetamine AAer his
apprehension, Mr. Montano was booked for possession of methamphetamine with intent
to distribute, warrants, possession of drug paraphernalia and obstructing police.
I vNiiih to congratulate you ioi your continued outstanding work Your determination and
dedication are a source of pride not only for yourself but foi the entire Police Department
Keep up the good^work and continued success in your future endeavors!
Sincerely,

l.lbwi

cc. Division f ile
Personnel hie

3 1i

L / V I J T 2UU

TLL L P H O N E

faCHM

M fa A t 1 1 n H

SO i 7 4 " 3DOU

®
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B D 1 79 9 3 557

SLC 037

SWMil
PDLICE DEPARTMENT

CHRIS BURBANK

R D S S C. " R D C K Y "

CHIEF OF POLICE

MAYOR

August 9, 2006

Officer Stephanie Boston
Liberty Patrol Day B Squad
Reference: 06-137825
On July 31,2006 you observed v/hat appeared to be a drug deal in progress in the area of
900 E. Hollywood Ave. You also observed several traffic violations and made a traffic
stop on the suspect vehicle. After a thorough investigation and interviewing A/P Julio
Cesar Rocha-Mayorga, you discovered 26 balloons of heroin and cocaine. Mr. Julio
Cesar Rocha-Mayorga was subsequently arrested for possession of cocaine and heroin
with the intent to distribute along with several traffic violations
I wish to thank you for a job well done. Your attention to your duties and attention to
detail reflect very well upon you. Continue to keep up the good work and best of luck in
all your future endeavors!
Sincerely,

KJ:bwc
cc: Division File
Personnel File

3 1 5 EAST 2 0 D S D U T H , SALT LAKE CITY, U T A H
TELEPHONE: a D l - 7 9 9 - 3 D D D

®-

B4111

FAX: B D 1 - 7 9 9 - 3 5 5 7

SLC 038
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POLICE DEPARTMENT

CHRIS BURBANK

ROSS C. "RDCKY" A N D E R S O N

CHIEF OF POLICE

MAYOR

November 7, 2006
'ilicci Step Wile Hu ».ait
ib'-rn-Patr * Gravr A ^c!M;:d

Reference. •

M.iiU

i\u.iei

Officer Boston,
W e received a letter thanking the Salt Lake Lin PuliwL. Department and specifically
Officer Stephanie Boston on the work yov >>'»VM Hone- ^ w W ) r M' ^:>e improv- iUi
conditions at Colonial.. Village Motel,
It is encouraging to have citizens like Mr. Pope willing to make the effort to improve
their business, discourage illegal activities and have the Salt Lake City Police Department.
work with them, Mr, Pope expresses Ms appreciation to you for being a pro-active
officer and. not one who merely "drives through the area".
I would like to express my appreciation to you, Officer Boston, for your efforts to gather
the facts, investigate and work to make the area safer and better.. Thank you. for making
the effort and taking the time to work with the community and help them try to resolve
problems in their area Your r ^ ^ -**• "T'V'v ar^--n-*v c» . ' v r o1 luck in al 1 your
future endeavors.
/-

NmyerHy
illicitly,

.— /

d^Wj

•

Qaptain Kyle J o n ^ /
liberty Division Commander
KJ:b* c
cc:

Personal file
Division file
(""ivi! ^S^T-VI/V* file

3 1 5 E A S T 2DO S O U ! 1 i, SAI T LAKE CI I i , U FAi I 8 4 1 1 1
TELEPHONE: B 0 1 - 7 9 9 - 3 0 D 0

®-

FAX: BD 1 - 7 9 9-3 5 5 7

SLC 039

10/26/2006
Colonial Village Motel
1530 South Main
Salt Lake City, Utah
Ph 801-486-8171, Fax 801-486-8180
Salt Lake City Police Department
Attn Captain K. Jones
315 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Re: Officer Stephanie Boston
Captain Jones,
I own several apartment complexes in the Salt Lake Valley as well as the Colonial
Village Motel on Main Street and as a Landlord I interact with SLCPD on a more
frequent level than the average citizen. On the whole the Salt Lake Police department
appearsfrommy viewpoint to be a well managed entity but in any organization I have
noticed those individual Officers that have performed below par and a few whose
professionalism and job performance exceed the average.
Of all the police officers I have encountered over the years the best is Officer
Boston. She realizes what the bottom line of her job is, arrest the bad guys and get them
off the streets. She's the only officer that I've encountered that wants to arrest the bad
guys. She's ACTIVELY looking for them as opposed to what I've seen from most other
officers which is to do a drive-thru of the motel.
She also does a great job at developing relationships with people that live and
work on her beat. She garners their cooperation and this allows her to perform her job
more effectively.
The Colonial Village Motel has had a very bad reputation for drugs and
prostitution and when I purchased the Motel last April I wanted to change the old Status
Quo. Because of the excellent work of Officer Boston the Colonial Village motel is now
a boring place to get a good night's sleep.
We appreciate greatly the overall quality of all the Officers of the SLCPD and the great
job they have done in the Liberty Division but also wanted to highlight the
EXCEPTIONAL work of Officer Boston.

COLONIAL VILLAGE MOTEL
j

1530 S Main St

j

Salt lake City, Utah 84115

*
;

Phone (801)486-8171
Fax (801)486-8180

'

Colonialmotel@gmaii com

I
Apnlt

'I

Chief Chris Burbank
315 East 200 South
Salt Lake Clt) Utah fill 11

Dear Chief Burbank,
As a Landlord and a Motel owner over the past l b yeans I interact with the SLCPD more so than the average
Joe Citizen and once In awhile you come across someone who's talent and professionalism is head and
shoulders above their contemporaries.
I met Officer Stephanie Boston when I purchased the Colonial Village Motel last Api il and soon discovered
she was the most competent Police Officer S had ever encountered, She s the only officer that consistently
would come into the Motel and ask for the registration list and check for people that had outstanding
warrants, she would also run vehicle license plates. Her biggest talent is her ability to cultivate sources,
contacts and the cooperation of any and all persons that will help her fulfill hei iJutii" She Ls in a word
Impressive and a credit to the Salt Lake City Police department.
Last month when I noticed Officer Boston hadn't been in for awhile I called her to inquire what was goinn on
(imagine an Officer that gives her cell phone number to citizens on her beat and tells them to call If they
have any problems???)-Officer Boston informed me that she was on administrative leave. She gave me a
general description of the problem and I was upset and ielt it important that her Bosses be informed of lin
excellent reputation sin has deservedly earned liorn the people she protects
It would be a travesty If Officers Boston's considerable merits were not balanced against whatevei procedural
problem she has with the SLCPD and I would be deeply disappointed if Officer Boston were to lost titsi
position at the SLCPD.

Sincerely

David L Pope
Owner, Colonial Village Motel

SLC 041

From: Merino, Carl
Sent: Tue 7/1/2003 11:12 AM
To: Kaufmann, Martin
Cc: Boston, Stephanie
Subject: case 2003-110899
Marty,
I just wanted to make sure you let Stephanie know I really appreciate the quality of the report she did on
this case. It. is really nice, (and somewhat rare) that you get a report on a case that does not need any
work done to put the case together or verify information in the report before it can be filed. Tell her thanks
and that we appreciate the good work.
Carl

http://mancenter3.comcast.net/wmc/v/wm/45FDFE^0009DF8 A00001AA922165662760... 3/18/2007

SLC 042

From: Petersen, Michael
Sent: Mon 3/1/2004 10:30 AM
To: Boston, Stephanie
Cc: Halterman, Lon
Subject: Case 04-35459
S'-r

I : -^ueve Sgt Gray will be sending you Kudos on this case but I just wanted to send you a quick email to
thank you for the great job you did on this case. The follow up and extra work you did on this case is very
much appreciated and the report you wrote is excellent
Tl lai iks,

Detective M Petersen
Domestic Violence Unit

http://mailcenter3,comcasLnet/wmc/v/wm /45FDFEC700048B1 AX)0001E75221656627Kftr.

1 IK/2007

SLC 043

From: Petersen, Michael
Sent: Wed 6/9/2004 9:32 AM
To: Boston, Stephanie
Cc: Muniz, Louie
Subject: Case 04-97474
Stephanie,
! just wanted to send you a quick email to thank you for the great job you did on case 04-97585. You did a
thorough investigation and a great job interviewing the suspect Thanks to your efforts I am now able to
clear up a previous case 04-97103 in which we previously did not have any suspects identified.
I know in our line of work we seldom get recognized for the good work we do and rather people tend to
focus on the negative. I just wanted to let you know your hard work and thoroughness is very much
appreciated.
Thanks again,
Detective Mike Petersen
Financial Crimes Unit

bttp://nmilcenter3xomcast.net/wmc/v/wm/45FDFED6000694450000203922165662760C0... 3/18/2007
SLC 044

From i Carter; Jeff
Sent: Thu 5/5/2005 9:10 AM
To: Boston, Stephanie
Cc: Halterman, Lon; Hill, Michael
Subject: RE: 05-71431
Stephanie,
Got it ,'iiifl file'1 u itli Hit.' I! 'A, IIHIIIM

Ilt»," , \\nt\ tidy has.- H I ready called twice to profess F-abian's innocence-

Excellent report with great detail regarding the possession and supposed! purchase of this stolei i vel :i, 1
appreciate you guys taking the time to read Miranda, interview the couple and contact the owner to veiify
Fabian's relationship with Owner/Juan. Great job and A+ report. I truly appreciate the extra effort.
Jeff

http://mattcent^

"H 8/2007

SLC 045

From: Curtis, Paul
Sent: Thu 6/30/2005 11:49 AM
To: jewkes, Bryan
Cc: Buhman, Mark; Flanders, Heather; Boston, Stephanie; Kindness, Alana; Isorn, Wendy; Gill, Simarjit
Subject: Kudos for Mark Buhman and entire police team
Sgt Jewkes - 1 wanted to personally thank your unit and especially Mark Buhman for his help in obtaining a
copy of evidence in the Cory Day case which was set on an Order to Show Cause Hearing today. Mr. Day
has continuously violated a protective order of victim Kathryn Mitchell since at least last fall, and he
currently has multiple felony protective order violations pending. Because Ms. Kindness and Ms. Isom
informed me that the defendant was a very scary guy who is reported to stalk multiple women, we filed an
OSC to try to get his probation revoked in a prior Violation of Protective order case.

From a prosecution standpoint, one problem I faced in this case was that Det Beger, the regular follow-up
detective in this case, is out of the office several weeks. At the 11 th hour, I asked Det. Mark Buhman to pull
a videotape from evidence and copy it Although Mark was not assigned to this case (and Vm sure he had
loads of other things to do), he spend at least a couple of hours locating and copying the tape. He also
arranged for myself and defense counsel to view it at your office on less than a half hour's notice. At the
hearing today, we didn't end up having to use the tape because the defendant admitted to two of three
allegations. However, had we not disclosed the tape to defense, defense would have been able to
continue the case and we would not have been able to resolve it Defendant was sentenced to 270 days in
jail. He has been ordered to report to jail tomorrow by 5 p.m. - if he doesn't Judge Maughan will likely
increase the jail to 365 days and order a warrant Trie case will be reviewed in about 60 days and there is
a slight possibility that the jail will be reduced, but given that defendant has multiple felonies pending, I
doubt that will happen. Thanks again to Mark and everyone else (including officers Flanders and Boston,
who did an outstanding investigation in this case) who helped get Mr. Day sentenced to jail.

Paul Curtis
Senior Assistant City Prosecutor
(801) 535-7987

lp://maDcenter3xomc^st.net/wmc/v/wm/45FDFF06000EAEFC0000255A221656627*0

V] K/7007
SLC 046

Officer ^Boston

"KUDOS''
to yon for the r,h ,ii
investigation you did on case
04-52921

work!! !!!!!!!!
From the Domestic Violence Unit

SLC 047

Summary of Additional "Kudos," SLC 048-064
To Officer Boston
("From the Domestic Violence Unit")
SLC 048: case no. 04-35459
SLC 049: case no. 03-203972
SLC 050: case no. 03-190940
SLC 051: case no. 03-186888
SLC 052: case no. 03-169705
SLC 053: case no. 03-146356
SLC 054: case no. 03-143886
SLC 055: case no. 03-132684
SLC 056: case no. 03-124022
SLC 057: case no. 03-114557
SLC 058: case no. 03-116026
SLC 059: case no. 03-100729
SLC 060: case no. 03-78452
SLC 061: case no. 03-68397
SLC 062: case no. 03-49552
SLC 063: case no. 03-47916
SLC 064: case no. 03-298

mwrn-
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APPENDIX 4

SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
CAD CALL HARDCOPY
CP 2007-27878

Reported: Feb-16-2007 11:05:10

Incident Location
Address : DOWNS -1336 E 300 S
District: 2 Beat: 213 Grid : EAC
General Information
Report number: 2007-27878
Case Type : THEFT INVESTIGATION Priority : 4
TME - Disp : 11:07:57 Enroute : 11:08:04 At Scene : 11:12:44 Cleared : 11:55:36
How call received : TELEPHONE
Unit ids :#1-A231
Call taker ID : 73F KIRK, ROBERTA
Complainant Information
Name: BAKER STEVEN
State : UT
Home Telephone : 801 427-9487
Feb-16-200711:05:10 - STM IN GREEN TOYOTA FORERUNNER
W/SOUTH CAROLINA PLATES....HIS TOOLS WERE STOLEN OUT
OF
VEH, AND COMP THINKS SUSP IS GUY WHO LIVES IN
APTS...
- CORRECT ADD IS 1336 E 300 S
Clearance Information
Remarks :
SOMEONE TOOK TOOLS OUT OF BACK OF TRUCKXANDLORD WAS
GOINT
IN APT.ASKED TO CALL BACK IF HE SAW TOOLS
Final Case type : PUB ORD - FREE TEXT
Report expected : NO Founded: NO
Cleared by : NO FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED (LOG REPORT)
Reporting Officerl : K92 - Boston, Stephanie
Dispatch Details
Unit number : A231 Dispatched: Feb-16-200711:07:57
Officer 1 : K92 - Boston, Stephanie
Enroute: Feb-16-2007 11:08:04
On the scene: Feb-16-2007 11:12:44
Cleared: Feb-16-2007 11:55:36
Dispatcher ID : 54G
Unit/Officer Details
** END OF HARDCOPY **

For: MT4920 Thursday February 22, 2007

Page: 1 of 1
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SLC POLICE DEPARTMENT

1

: HUJI
J:

Thu, Feb-22-2007

278 78 Status: CLEARED Priority: 4 Received by: TELEPHONE

Initial: THEF: THEFT INVESTIGATION
lal type: 7399: PUB ORD - FREE TEXT
TIME:

Reed: 11:05 Fri Feb 16 2007 By: 73F-Kirk, Robbi CT5
Queued: 11:05 Fri Feb 16 2 007 Queue:R
Disp: 11:07 Fri Feb 16 2007
Enroute: 11:08 Fri Feb 16 2007
S: 11:12 Fri Feb 16 2007
Cleared: 11:55 Fri Feb 16 2007 By: K92-Boston, St A231

Place:
Address: DOWNST-1336 E 300 S
Dmmunity: SALT LAKE CITY PROPER County: 4

District.

Zone: 213 Grid

EA

IN GREEN TOYOTA FORERUNNER W/SOUTH CAROLINA PLATES
HIS TOOLS
3 STOLEN OUT OF VEH, AND COMP THINKS SUSP IS GUY WHO LIVES IN
D .

.

.

Dlainant:
Name: BAKER, STEVEN
Address:
Prov: Utah
Home: 801
427-9487
: N BOLO/FYI: N
Drt: N Founded: N Cleared by: NO FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED (LOG REPORT)
Drting officers: K92-Boston, Stephanie (LIBERTY DAYSHIFT A PLATOON)
ar remarks: SOMEONE TOOK TOOLS OUT OF BACK OF
TRUCK.LANDLORD WAS GOINT IN APT.ASKED TO CALL
BACK IF HE SAW TOOLS
itional Remarks:
•i

19J

Renteria,Angelina on 11:15 Fri Feb 16 2007

VI) : CORRECT ADD IS 1336 E 3 00 S
b
1-P

I

Officer(s)
K92
Boston, St

Times
Dispatch: 11:07 Fri Feb 16 2007
Enroute: 11:08 Fri Feb 16 2007
S: 11:12 Fri Feb 16 2007
Cleared: 11:55 Fri Feb 16 2007

K92
11:55 Fri Feb 16 2007
A :A231 P CLEARED CASE
27878
FOUNDED-N REPORT-N CLEARED BY-N FINAL-7399
BOLO-N STUDY FLAG- SOMEONE TOOK
TOOLS OUT OF BACK OF TRUCK. LANDLORD WAS GOINT IN APT .ASKED TO CALL BACK IF
HE SAW TOOLS
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SLC P O L I C E DEPARTMENT

ige

2

^ :

HUJI

iLL;
131

?5T
1ST
ZST
Ul

"31

'31
CH
CH
CH
ST
ST
31
>T
ST
ST

Thu,

2 7878 S t a t u s :

CLEARED P r i o r i t y :

4 Received

by:

Feb-22-2007

TELEPHONE

11:55
Fri Feb 16 2007
A :A231
K92
DEPOT
11:49
Fri Feb 16 2007
S :A231
27 J
ADDED STACK TO
07-27830
11:49
Fri Feb 16 2007
S :A231
27 J
11:27
Fri Feb 16 2007
S :A231
54G
EXT Q PERS-STATE:UT
PUR:I
K92
11:20
Fri Feb 16 2007
S :A231
RACE:W
REC:Y
EXTN:Y
EXTD:Y
NAME:BAKER
Gl:STEVE
DOB:
09091975 SEX:M
TONC-.Y
VNIT:A231
PUR:I
P RMS Q PERS-STATE:UT
K92
11:20
Fri Feb 16 2007
S :A231
RACE:W
REC.-Y
EXTN:Y
EXTD-.Y
NAME-.BAKER
Gl:STEVE
DOB:
09091975 SEX:M
TONC-.Y
UNIT:A231
L0C-LOC:DOWNST-1336
K92
11:15
Fri Feb 16
2007
S A231 P RMS Q
E 300 S
TYPE:H
MUN:1
CAD:Y
REC:Y
19J
11:15
Fri Feb 16
2007
Address:DOWNST
1336 S 300 E MUN:1
TO:DOWNST 1336 E 300 S MUN:1
Address:
133 6 S 3 00 E MUN:1
19J
11:13
Fri Feb 16
2007
TO:DOWNST 1336 S 300 E MUN:1
Address
:DWNSTR 1336
S 300 E MUN-.l
19J
11:13
Fri Feb 16
2007
TO: 1336 S 300 E MUN:1
54G
11:12
Fri Feb 16
2007
s :A231 P
54G
11:12
Fri Feb 16
2007
s :A231 P SENT TO MDT: A231, STATUS
CHANGED TO S BY WEST
E :A231
P RMS Q
K92
11:10
Fri Feb 16
2007
L0C-LOC:DWNSTR-1336
1C: Y
S 300 E
TYPE.-H
MUN:1
CAD:Y
E :A231
P SENT TO MDT: A231,
54G
11:08
Fri Feb 16
2007
STATUS
CHANGED TO E BY WEST
E :A231
P
54G
11:08
Fri Feb 16
2007
54G
11:07
Fri Feb 16
2007
DP :A231
P DWNSTR-1336
S 300 E
END OF CALL HARDCOPY

Eicer Signature

:

servisor Approval:

SLC 163

